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The class

The issue: Most students find this course challenging because many concepts covered in
class are deceptively simple; students seem to understand the concepts while in lecture,
but fail to translate the concepts in their own words during exams or on paper.
Possible solution: Hands on learning.
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Previous year written assignments
• Live with a diminished sense while conducting “experiments”
• Write up experience PLUS draw from peer-reviewed literature to
explain experience

Why the change this year?
• My goals:
• To develop TRUE critical thinkers and SMART consumers of information
• To demonstrate WHERE to look for validated scientific information
• To empower students to demand good scientific information from various
sources

• For the student:
• To develop all of the above
• To create a “take-home” artifact that has real-world applications that is
admired by more than just the student and professor

My influences
Social Media

Professional Organizations

Nova Southeastern University

The idea
• Instead of writing papers, have students create a project that they can
take-away AND give back to the community at the same time.
• Partner with ALVIN SHERMAN LIBRARY and have students present in
the S.T.E.M. for Homeschoolers series:

Science literacy assignment
• 30% of final grade is made up of the following assignments:
• 10% - visit science exhibits and critique
• 10% - critique a website, blog, video
• 10% - create a presentation, complete with a handout, for library program

Science Exhibits instructions
One popular way to educate the public about scientific findings is to create
installations in museums or public places that explain complex phenomenon
in language accessible to a wide-range of people. Typically, these
installations include some sort of hands-on demonstration or exhibit
explaining the concept. For this assignment, you will visit an exhibit at the
Science Museum and note the following in a 2-3 page paper:
•
•
•
•
•

What concept are they demonstrating?
How well are they doing at communicating to the public?
What do you think they did well here?
What do you think needs work?
What outstanding questions do you have about the topic portrayed in the exhibit?

Include a picture of the exhibit in your paper.

Museum of Discovery and Science

Saturday, February 2, 2019
Funding for trip provided by Office of ExEL and College of Psychology – Thanks!

We talked with the Science Outreach
Coordinator about careers in science
communication and the importance of
educating the public about science.

We got a sneak peek before they opened
their newest active lab on stomp rockets.
This is a hands-on guided demonstration,
similar to what the students will be doing
at the library.

“I didn't think that I was going to enjoy myself ..that it was just a
museum for children …So with that mindset, I wasn’t too pumped to
go inside and spend the next hours in a children's museum.
However…I really misjudged the place and actually had a great
time and enjoyed myself and truthfully wanted to stay longer.”

Science News instructions
• Science Blogs: Blogs are a great way for people to talk
about topics that interest them. Good bloggers will identify
interesting questions to pose and then answer them in an
interesting and accessible way.
• Science Videos: There is a lot of information available in
video format for people to learn about new things. For
example, YouTube has thousands of videos on topics related
to sensation and perception. However, not all the
information is portrayed accurately or interestingly.
• Science Journalism: When a paper is published in a peerreviewed journal, it may be hard for the public to gain
access to the findings, either because the article is behind a
paywall or the article is written in jargon. Scientific articles
in journals are written assuming their audience has working
knowledge of the field. In order to make the research
findings more accessible to the public, science journalism
seeks to summarize the article in lay terms.

Science News (related to psychology)
• TEDEd videos
•
•
•
•

The fascinating science of phantom limbs
Why do we see Illusions?
What is Fun About Being Scared?
How Do Animals Experience Pain?

• Psychology Today
• The Connection Between Sleep and Pain
• Why is that your favorite song?
• The Almost Addicted column

• Science Daily
• Oral contraceptives could impair women's recognition of
complex emotions
• Three types of depression identified

Science Outreach instructions
• One way to truly understand a topic is to try to explain it others. In
this assignment, you will create an interactive exhibit (either by
yourself or in groups of 2 or 3) to present at the Alvin Sherman Library
to a group of homeschoolers on the last day of classes.
• Create one-page handout to go along with interactive demo
•
•
•
•
•

Introductory paragraph
Materials needed
Steps in the process
Discussion about what happened
Website for more information

Not done yet!
• Students seem to like it, but there has been no formal assessment yet
as it’s on going.
• Possible changes for next year:
• Have students critique each other’s critiques
• Narrow down some of the choices for the assignments

Thank you!
• Office of Experiential Education
• Department of Psychology and Neuroscience in the College of Psychology

